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7 Discussion of errors

7.1 Purpose of discussion of errors

When carrying out a measurement one always needs to be aware that there will be errors in the final results. This is 
not only true for the measurements, errors may also occur in the calculations.

An ‘error’ is defined as every deviation from the actual value. By carrying out an evaluation of errors, the influence of 
the error can be determined. This evaluation must be carried out both before and after the measurement. Before the 
measurement it is called an errors prognosis and after the measurement it is called an errors calculation. The errors 
discussion serves the following purposes:

Determination of the accuracy of a result
A measurement result for which the accuracy is unknown, is useless. If one wants to express the result of a test as an 
objective number, one will also want to express the accuracy as an objective number. By doing so, we will discover 
the boundaries within which the true value of the result.

Selection of the method and the instruments
Using the desired accuracy and the measurement method, the carrying out of an errors prognosis can determine 
whether the measurement meets the required accuracy. If the desired accuracy is not achieved, sources of error will 
need to be removed or a completely different measurement method will need to be found.

By ensuring that the experiments are carried out in an efficient manner, and by mainly focusing on the element that 
is the greatest source of inaccuracy, better results can be obtained and less time is wasted.

7.2 Classification of errors

The following figure gives a schematic overview of a number of steps in which errors may occur.
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